Research Issues on Customer-Oriented and Eco-Friendly Networks for Healthy Fashionable Goods
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Abstract. Needs and expectations of specific target groups - such as elderly, obese, disabled, or diabetic persons - are arising as challenging opportunities for European companies which are asked to supply small series of functional and fashionable goods of high quality, affordable price and eco-compatible. In order to design, develop, produce and distribute such products, a new framework and related components of collaborative networking need to be developed, enabling the product to stay as long as digital to produce on-demand. Research is necessary in many topics like: a) consumer integrated collaborative eco-oriented design, b) radical renewal by the adoption of Rapid Manufacturing technologies; and c) the overall integration and co-ordination of business processes and information exchange by a set of new (web)services for network design and ad-hoc (re-)configuration, for real-time planning, forecasting and replenishment, d) tracking and tracing of ecology and quality.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, it is emerging at industrial level that full adoption of methodologies and technologies for collaborative production of small series are of decisive importance for European Manufacturing Industry. SMEs in particular, to proactively respond to the high variability of consumers demand and expectations. This will help reducing the risks of following fast changing trends without appropriate tools, causing serious limits in terms of both customer satisfaction and enterprise competitiveness and sustainability.

This is especially true in consumer goods sectors, where customer’s tastes change very quickly, especially in the current economic situation of downturn, where the purchase capability of customers has sharply decreased and companies need to strongly focus on high value products.
In this work, consumer goods and in particular shoes are considered. In the last years, in footwear industry, on one hand, the number of seasonal collections has been increasing, enlarging the offer in terms of models along the year, and on the other hand the number of products per model has been decreasing in major markets, leaving best opportunities only for companies producing value added and wide range of products.

Moreover, social phenomena like ageing, increase of obese and disabled people [1] and major sensitivity versus eco-friendly products are also key challenges to be faced by the considered consumer sectors, with reference to healthcare and sustainability [2]. As a matter of fact, today consumers demand for personalization and value adding of harmonized footwear products, as well as in the textile and clothing industry, is not only in terms of aesthetics, but also in terms of health, innovative functionalities and environmental sustainability. Consumers want to know where the product comes from, how it has been created and how it will satisfy his needs and provide health and well being.

There is a clear need for health fashionable consumer goods, since customers today want to be fully satisfied both in their look and their health, but also demand for personalized solutions for their individual needs. The compromise that fashion products may not be healthy and that healthy products may not be fashionable is not going to be accepted anymore by a changing society with increasing needs and expectations and there is a niche market especially for categories like the one mentioned before (seniors, disables, obese people) where European companies can find their way to better satisfy the customer.

This implies small series production with fast delivery which cannot face long waiting time for materials, components and manufacturing services, and a new way to structure the supply network is needed [3]. Production lines and equipments need to be changed to meet such challenging requirements [4].

Open research issues need to address the design, production as well as supply and distribution of small series of health fashionable goods for specific target groups of wide impact in terms of market for the European industry as elderly, disables, diabetics and obese people through personalized and comfortable shoes (e.g. anallergic and bio materials, reduced stitching, flexible and light components) with dedicated medial insoles for foot measurement. Solutions should be based on cost, social compliance and eco-efficient design and production of customised products that fully satisfy the customers considering their health as well as their desire for fashionable products.

2 State of the art

There are different categories of research topics to be investigated to offer a complete solution to support companies in answering and/or anticipating customer needs. Dimensions to be considered cover many different aspects of production management from organizational changes, to ICT for design and production collaboration, to new production systems and to Supply Chain management.
2.1 Frameworks for sustainable networks

From the organizational point of view, companies are facing a new level of complexity, given by the fact that competition as well as collaboration schemes are transitioning from among companies to among supply networks.

In literature, different forms and specifications of business networks are discussed. They are distinguished for example by value chain orientation (horizontal, vertical, lateral), life span duration (long-term vs. short-term), degree of virtualization or hierarchical structure (hierarchical vs. non-hierarchical networks) [5]. While most real-life business networks are formed along the value chain and for long-time purpose, the current market asks for flexible organizational structures which can quickly adapt to new prerequisites and challenges.

The new paradigm of Demand-driven supply networks is emerging in literature as a collaborative scheme in response to consumers direct signals and needs [6] and [7]. This implies different approaches to the market based not only on traditional sales channels (shops, retailers) but more and more on an Internet mediated direct contact with consumers both for product conception and for product sales.

For production aspects, as partners are locally dispersed, and processes are knowledge-intensive, the paradigm of Smart Organizations [8], which is based on concepts like the Extended Enterprise, (Dynamic) Virtual Organization and Virtual Breeding Environment, need to be transferred to hybrid and disomogeneous networks where footwear companies integrate their production with other companies to offer to the customer solutions embedded with high tech devices [5]. Collaboration will not only be regarded in the perspective of organizational networking, but also in terms of networking ICT support to achieve strategic goals like resource optimization, synergy creation, the achievement of a critical mass and increased benefit for all partners [9], [5].

2.2 Knowledge management in networks

Recent literature on knowledge sharing in networks is based on:

- hybrid centralized-decentralized models for data and services to allow private confidential data (like Design data) to be kept by the owner and less private, commercial and collaboration data, to be stored in third party data-service centers, thanks to the new IoS technologies of ICT resources virtualization (i.e. Cloud Computing);
- value added services provided by reliable service centers set up and maintained by IT professionals, while Utility Services (like interoperability and collaboration services) offered by distributed service centers based on the existing infrastructure (like COIN¹ proposes);
- real time data capture from the field provided by Open Source platforms (like ASPIRE) also to allow the acquisition of eco-compatible data series.

2.3 Co-design and sustainability

Today product co-design tools commercially available do not either encapsulate customer orientation as a common feature or foresee real interoperability for an effective distribution of the design phase along the chain. Considering solutions developed within past and ongoing projects, only some steps within customization domain are covered (see for example EUROShoe project\(^2\) and CEC-made-shoe project\(^3\) results for CAD).

Another aspect to be considered during design phase is the evaluation of environmental impact of products and processes for each shoe model to be developed and for each collection. Shoes are complex products in terms of their environmental impacts: combination of constituting materials and short use time lifecycle result as critical factors able to increase dramatically the environmental burden. Every year nearly 12 million of shoes are sent in landfill with minimal possibilities of recovery contributing to increase the whole amount of not recyclable waste.

At present, a number of environmental standards provide partial information on process related to product (ISO labels, Ecolabel and Environmental Product Declaration) with a common weak point, such as lack of adequate quantitative information in order to compare different products identified as environmental friendly, or possible hidden steps in product conditions.

Designers suffer from a scarcity in tools and methodologies in order to evaluate easily the impact related to design choices in advance. Current tools are frequently too expensive and not suitable for the use within firms especially within SMEs. The main barrier is the high level of customization and changeability of such products. For each firm, the whole portfolio may include several hundred of models each requiring specific materials and modifications. The introduction of new advanced materials in place of traditional materials introduces a further complexity in impact assessment.

2.4 Methods and tools for co-planning production and distribution

Small series and personalized products require totally different supply network structures, having to be configured for each customer order and including small number of companies chosen in a large number of accredited potential partners. In practice scenarios will be characterized by a very large number of small orders, each of them having different partner companies, based on their availability and capabilities. In this context, new co-planning systems will be required to optimize the production plans that result, on a first iteration, from the configuration (or set up) of the supply network for each order. Distribution emerges to be different from the one for traditional products and has to be faster and more flexible, assuring that each product is mainly directed to the sales point where best fits the local customer preferences.

The complex planning problems arising in the context of collaborative networks is based on the broad class of “Combinatorial Optimization” and for tackling hard problems, it is possible to use state-of-the art metaheuristics. These are reasonably

---

\(^2\) EUROSHOE project, EU VFP
\(^3\) CEC-made-shoe project, EU VIFP mass-customization.blogs.com/.../the-cec-co-design-contest-open-innovation-in-the-footwear-industry.html
simple and flexible optimization algorithms based on local search procedures, and in
general quite easily adaptable to cope with new problem configurations.

The "classical metaheuristics" (Simulated Annealing, Taboo Search and Genetic
Algorithms) have evolved to more refined methods, and also have given rise to new
methodologies like Variable Neighbourhood Search (VNS), Greedy Randomized
Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP), Ant Colonies Optimization, etc. [10], [11].

A recent, extension of these approaches is on the design of multi-objective
metaheuristics, thus incorporating some critical requirements of practical problems.
These approaches are presenting very promising results in several areas and expected
to be key in the successful resolution of optimization [12], [13], [14].

3 The proposed approach

Future research for healthy fashionable products need to be based on the following
pillars:

P1. Reference Framework for Collaborative Supply Networks

The reference framework model for collaborative supply networks shall address,
orientate and integrate all aspects both at organizational and technological level
concerning interaction of organizations, business processes, considering co-ordination
and synchronisation of contents, as well as information exchange and software
application modularity for improvements in data management, in order to create a
seamless flow of information from market to design and development, to production
and distribution.

From the organizational point of view the following topics will be considered to
implement an innovative model for footwear collaborative supply networks:

- Hierarchical vs. not-hierarchical supply chains
- Business ecosystems vs. smart organizations
- Agile and proactive Virtual Organisations creation, management and
governance
- Social networking, Consumer Communities and Living Labs as vehicles for
  customer/consumer integration in the context of OpenInnovation.

From the technological point of view, the reference data model shall be based on
service interoperability defined as a backbone for the development of the related
applications in the following pillars. Particular attention will be given to the
integration of the new services in already existing solutions in order to avoid
replication and overlapping with existing systems.
P2. Innovative consumer-driven environments for product design

This pillar will address the implementation of innovative environments for consumers and suppliers collaboration and knowledge management. The goal is to create a novel concept that enables the vision of an “empowered-to-design” consumer from one side, and the creation of market and design knowledge within a social network environment [15].

This pillar aims thus to achieve cutting edge innovation along the following lines:

• Collaborative design tools, empowering the consumers to design their own products by providing them the ability to collaborate in an informed design process not only regarding aesthetics, prices and delivery times, but also regarding resources consumption and social responsibility, implementing sustainability parameters in the design phase and relying on the synchronization of the design along the supply chain;

• A new model of market information sourced from the unstructured information from consumers, designers and suppliers interaction, within a social network/virtual community environment and relying upon the use of semantic technologies for knowledge extraction and pattern matching [16], [17].

Multifunctional design need to be supported by an event driven tool for the coordination of design and industrialization phases with production process. Intelligent tools for product and components design is necessary to plan the ecological, economical and social sustainability of each model based on innovative approach to LCA-Life Cycle Analysis. All of these should be developed as plug-ins and additional services for existing enterprise applications (CAD-PDM solutions).

This pillar need to study how to manage market and product data to define not only “customer-” but also “market virtual profile” and how to use this data during design process. Information on consumers to capture requirements on style preferences, physical measure, health needs and feedback on product previous versions, through implementation of consumer communities, web spaces for...
customers feedback, “point of opinion” at retailers stores, configurators capable of managing personalized data.

P3. Methods and tools for supply network configuration and distributed production planning.

In this pillar, innovative and adaptive services for production process modeling and supply networks formation and management shall be based on a distributed interaction system to integrate different actors (components suppliers, outsourcers, service providers, retailers, customers) of different sectors collaborating in dynamic networks. Moreover product and process quality control based on environmental impact parameters shall be developed through a shared platform for eco-monitoring.

Main contribution in this pillar shall be based on developing innovative services for supply network management based on existing technologies like SOA, EDA, Product Tracking & Tracing, web2.0, semantic web\(^4\) and existing commercial applications.

In particular it will be important to develop the following three services:

• Easy-to-use Supply & Distribution Network Design (SDND) Service for configuring supply networks, based on full sustainability parameters. Life Cycle Costing tool for supply networks can be used to evaluate the sustainability impact of each of the possible network configurations according to a peer-to-peer distributed data set published autonomously by each potential supplier. Particular attention need to be paid to cross-domain collaborative processes support and fast changing networks. Companies need to share a reference and extensible competences model, which captures comprehensive relevant information and knowledge to maximize end-to-end visibility related to suppliers, distributors, third party logistics providers, based on Availability-to-promise and Capacity-to-promise data.

• User-friendly Collaborative Planning Forecasting and Replenishment (CPFR) Service, based on ad-hoc combinations of optimization algorithms shall be studied and implemented to guarantee on-time delivery based on optimization of the trade-off between minimization of cost and lead time, quality and customer service. The systems shall be based on real-time product tracking and tracing data, captured from distribution centers, from third party logistics providers and data from producers. Supply and Distribution processes will be managed in a decentralized way allowing the partners of the value network to choose the best option for on-time delivery. New models shall be studied to merge delivery from different producers.

• A web- and wireless- enabled Eco- and Quality- Monitoring service on product/process quality and eco-sustainability along the value chain, to collect information for producers and customers on who, how, where, when, the product was produced and delivered indicating a level of sustainability and product quality.

Such services will be made available for integration into state-of-the-art existing SCM systems, either as plug-ins or as external services to be called on-demand.

P4. Rapid manufacturing technologies for small series industrial production

\(^4\) under development in ICT projects like COIN (IP www.coin-ip.eu) and iSURF (STREP http://www.srdc.com.tr/isurf/)
Rapid manufacturing technologies shall enable the flexible, energy and eco-efficient production of specific added value components/parts of consumer personalized goods [18]. In particular reduction of set-up time is crucial in the production of small series in order to avoid loss of time when changing models. Cutting-edge technologies for developing a multi-process machine based on laser decoration and engraving for production of small series specifically developed as a unique integrated unit coping with high speed laser cutting, laser engraving, laser marking for personalized shoes.

These four pillars should be integrated in a unique solution and demonstrators need to be implemented to test and validate pilot collaborative supply network offering integrated small series of personalized shoes to target groups. Pilot demonstrators shall be composed of manufacturing companies collaborating with technologies providers along product lifecycle where coordination has to be managed at supply chain level.

4 Conclusions

The proposed approach to support footwear companies in the implementation of new models for small series production for health and fashionable goods follows the Competitive Sustainable Manufacturing (CSM) paradigm [19] and current initiatives of European Technological Platforms like Manufuture [20] and Footwear [21] asking to join forces for strengthening the European manufacturing sectors for the benefit of the European industry and of the final customer. This means that sustainability is interpreted in the European STEEP (Social Technological Economical Environmental Political) sense to include in strategy definition: globalisation of the economy, climate change, ageing population, public health for all, poverty and social exclusion, loss of biodiversity, increasing waste volumes, soil lost and transport congestion (FoF-PPP).

In this context, the specific objective of new research shall be to increase significantly the sustainability of value creation of small series health fashionable consumer goods and in particular of footwear products, for emerging social by systemic/coordinated intra- and inter-sector networking of producers/service providers using cutting-edge (digital and) production technologies and as well as innovative organizational models based on cross-supply network integration through major complementary breakthrough innovations.
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